Peppermint Bark celebrates BasicGrey’s Christmas past. Some of our favorite prints from our first holiday collection, Figgy Pudding, are back with an updated color palette that makes them fresh and new.

The peace of a fresh snowfall lays the foundation, and a light, airy aqua brings a breath of crisp air. Black coal adds depth, shades of green bring life, and a holly berry red provides the knock-out punch.

Celebrate the season with Peppermint Bark’s nostalgic prints and all new quilt patterns.

JUNE DELIVERY

Additional version without “HoHo” available
Peppermint Bark

SOFT CLEAR WATER
30150 341

BLUE
30150 40

FOREST
30150 366

GRUNGE COORDINATES - INCLUDED WITH COLLECTION!

GRUNGE COORDINATES
INCLUDED WITH COLLECTION!

modafabrics.com
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